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We continue our discussion of the micro level by looking at some agent programming
languages.

Yoav Shoham introduced a new paradigm called agent oriented programming, where the
basic idea is that agents are directly programmed in terms of mentalistic notions (beliefs,
desire and intentions.) The first implementation of this was given by Shoham in AGENT0
programming language. In this language an agent is specified in terms of:

• capabilities (things that agent can do)

• a set of initial beliefs

• a set of initial commitments

• a set of commitment rules

A commitment rule contains a message condition, a mental condition and an action.
When an agent receives a message, the message is matched against agent’s message condition,
the mental condition of the rule is matched against agent’s current belief and if the rule fires,
agent becomes committed to the action. An action can be a communicative one (e.g, the
action might be sending messages) or private (not for communication purposes). A message
can be of type: request, unrequest and inform.

Here is an example of a commitment rule:

COMMIT(

(agent, REQUEST, Do(time,action)

), ;;; msg condition

(B,

[now, Friend agent] AND

CAN(self,action) AND

NOT[time, CMT(self,anyaction)]

),;;; mental condition

self,

DO(time,action))
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An agent operates by reading all current messages, updating beliefs and commitments,
then it executes all current commitments where capability condition is satisfied and repeats
the cycle.

Concurrent METATEM

This is a logic based agent programming language developed by Mike Fisher. Agents
are specified using LTL formulas that they concurrently execute to generate their behaviour.
Agents communicate through asynchronous broadcast message passing. By executing a tem-
poral logic formula we mean that agent iteratively generates a logical model for the formula.
Time is discrete and linear with finite past and infinite future. The specifications are given
as:

� n∧

i=1

Ri

where Ri is a rule of the form ∀~xi(Pi(~xi) =⇒ Fi(~xi)). Here Pi is an LTL formula referring
to past or present only and Fi is a formula referring to present or future only. An example
follows:

We would like to specify a resource controller for an infinitely renewable resource. Several
agents may ask for the resource, however only one can have it at any given instant of time.

rc(ask)[give]:�
ask(x) =⇒ � give(x)

(¬ask(x)Z(give(x) ∧ ¬ask(x))) =⇒ ¬give(x)
give(x) ∧ give(y) =⇒ (x = y)

Note the difference in notation for the last-time operator from that used by Fisher (I
could not find the half darkened circle symbol in LaTex).

1 Macro theory

Next we will study the issues that arise when we have systems with multiple agents in them.
The most important issues are those of communication so that agents can understand and
exchange messages and interaction, so that agents can have conversations. We need protocols
for communication and interaction and we also need the environment to have the supporting
infrastructure, thus some protocols may not be suitable in a different environment. One
important issue is that we would like to maintain global coherence without global control.
By coherence, we mean the degree to which system behaves as a unit. To ensure coherence
one needs coordination, that is the extent to which agents avoid extraneous activities, for
example by avoiding resource contention, deadlock, livelock, etc. We will not discuss co-
ordination protocols. There are two basic manifestations of coordination: (1) Cooperation
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where we have non-antagonistic agents, and (2) competition where there are competing or
self-interested agents in the system.

1.1 Communication Protocols

A formal approach to communication needs to consider syntax, semantics (what symbols
denote) and pragmatics (interpretation of symbols). Semantics and pragmatics together de-
termine the meaning of a message. There are several dimensions of meaning, e.g. Descriptive
vs. Prescriptive; Personal vs. Conventional meaning, etc. Also there are several message
types, e.g. assertions, queries, etc. A popular and influential approach for analyzing human
communication is the Speech Act Theory developed by the philosopher John Searle. The ba-
sic idea in this theory is that human natural language is viewed as actions such as requests,
suggestions, commitments, replies, etc. Many formal approaches to agent communication
protocol design have been motivated by Speech Act Theory.

KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language)

KQML is a communication protocol for exchange of information and knowledge among
both agents and application programs. The performatives are modeled on speech act per-
formatives. Here is an example:

(KQML-performative

:sender <word>

:receiver <word>

:language <word>

:ontology <word>

:content <expression>

....)

The structure is domain independent and can be understood by all agents, however to
understand the message in the content field, an agent needs to understand the language and
have access to the ontology. Here is an example in Blocks-World ontology.

(tell

:sender Agent1

:receiver Agent2

:language: KIF

:ontology: Blocks-World

:content (AND(Block A)(Block B)(on A B))
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KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) has been proposed as an standard to be used to
describe things within expert systems, databases, intelligent agents, etc. It is essentially
predicate logic plus extensions to support nonmonotonic reasoning and definitions. Here are
some examples:

(salary 11-11-11 widgets 70000)

is the tuple that represents the employee ID number, department and salary.

(interested joe ‘(salary, ?x, ?y, ?z))

can be used to express the fact that joe is interested in receiving information containing
salary tuples as above. One can also write scripts and programs:

(progn (fresh-line t)

(print "Hello!")

(fresh-line t))

Finally ontology is a specification of the objects, concepts and relationships in an area of
interest. Concepts can be specified by unary predicates and relationships by n-ary predicates.
An agent must represent its knowledge in the vocabulary of a specified ontology.
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